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INTRODUCTION 
 

Conductive hearing loss is a common cause of ENT 

consultation. Otosclerosis dominates etiologies by 

frequency, and house syndrome is a very rare cause. 

 

The goodwill syndrome discovered during an 

intervention on a suspicious ear which causes a real 

problem for the surgeon. 

 

The hypothesis of congenital etiopathogeny is the most 

probable. Tomodensitometry (CT), thanks to its Multi 

planar reconstructions, offers a good analysis of the ear 

and thus allows to exclude or confirm other differential 

diagnoses. 

 

OBSERVATION 
 

A 46-year-old patient with no history of the disease 

consults for unilateral right-sided deafness that has been 

evolving for 10 years, associated with bilateral tinnitus 

gradually worsening without recurrent ear infections or 

trauma. 

 

On examination, the eardrums are normal. external ears 

normally formed (external auditory canal pavilion). 

 

 Audiometry shows right unilateral conductive hearing 

loss with a loss of 60 db and a rinne of 40 db. 

 

The volume CT shows abnormal ossification of the 

anterior ligament of the right hammer producing a bone 

bridge connecting the head of the hammer to the anterior 

wall of the attic associated with bilateral otospongiosis 

foci, with flattening on the left and focus on the right. 

figure 1. 

 

The patient is operated on, and the diagnosis was 

confirmed intraoperatively by showing attical bone 

synostosis with a fixed calliper. 

 

The gesture took place in two stages; first stage consists 

of performing a transposition of the anvil with hammer 

neck section, the second stage consists of the realization 

of a platinotomy with interposition of a Teflon piston. 

 

Hearing acuity improved, which was confirmed by 

audiometry with a 20 db control. 

 

The patient is followed regularly to detect a recurrence. 

Our patient is satisfied. The other side will be 

programmed a year later. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The association of otosclerosis with a Malleus ankylosis called goodhill syndrome is very rare, accounting for less 

than 1% of congenital malformations of the middle ear.
[1]

 We report the case of a 46-year-old woman with no 

family history of deafness who had been consulting for bilateral deafness, evolving for 10 years, with no associated 

signs such as vertigo or tinnitus. Otoscopic examination show normal eardrums, The audiogram includes a 

conductive hearing loss of 60 dB d. Computed tomography is the main examination for the visualization of the 

ossicular chain and the search for other anomalies. The diagnosis is confirmed during the surgery. We have 

reported a case of bilateral Malleus ankylosis associated with otosclerosis. This makes our study interesting 

because it is rarely described in the literature. The objective of this study was to analyze the findings of middle ear 

exploration and the frequency of ossicular in patients with suspected otosclerosis. bone bridge (Figure 1). The 

surgery consists of an ossiculoplasty, by section of Malleus's neck with interposition with Incus. We obtained a 

good result by gain of 20 dB in the main frequency. Our patient is satisfied. The other side will be programmed a 

year later.  

 

KEYWORDS: Goodwill syndrome, bilateral Ankylosis; otosclerosis, syndrome of the house; The otosclerosis; 

Malleus interposition; incus. 
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Figure 1: CT examination of a right bone in a bone window showing a bone bridge connecting the head of the 

hammer to the anterior wall of the attic, associated with a platinum thickening. 

 

DISCUSSION 
 

Otosclerosis is a primary osteodystrophy of the otic 

capsule, specific to the human species, responsible, when 

it manifests itself clinically, for conductive hearing loss. 

 

Congenital etiopathogeny seems the most likely and is 

based on several findings healthy ear which a normal 

pneumatization and in the absence of inflammatory 

changes or otological history. 

 

The frequency of associations with other congenital 

anomalies and the existence of bilateral forms is even 

rare. 

 

The association of otosclerosis with fixed hammer head 

syndrome is an entity first described by Goodhill in 

1966, and corresponds to all clinico-radiological 

manifestations resulting from ossification of anterior 

ligaments or hammer making a bone bridge connecting it 

to the roof of the attic. This synostosis can be uni- or 

bilateral. Its frequency is rarely estimated at 1% of 

transmission deafness. 

 

This association further aggravates the conductive 

hearing loss and makes the surgery more complex with 

less satisfactory postoperative results. 

 

The first-line imaging is CT scan, it is the key 

examination, that can detect a fixation of the hammer 

head to the attic wall, and signs of otosclerosis 

associated. CT can also be used to study the other 

elements of the ossicular chain, the path of the facial 

nerve and the detection of certain abnormalities of the 

inner ear that can modify the surgical conduct. 

 

Volume CT, thanks to its high spatial resolution and the 

quality of its reconstructions, makes it possible to show 

the foci of otosclerosis in the form of limited 

circumscribed hypodensities at one or more points of the 

otic capsule whose seat of predilection is fissula 

antéfenestrum. 

 

The classification proposed by Charachon et al. takes 

into account the description of the ossicular anomalies 

and their embryological origin: 

 

Type 0: the ossicular chain is normal but with an atresia 

plate: the chain is fixed by adhesion between the atresia 

plate and the hammer handle. 

 

Type I: ankylosis of the ossicles at the attic level, 

malformation of the hammer head and / or anvil body, 

incudo-malleal block. The facial path is normal. 

 

Type II: The chain is continuous but fixed at the 

descending leg of the anvil or at the caliper. The most 

common is isolated stapedobuccal ankylosis. The facial 

path can be changed. 

 

Type III: discontinuity and breakage of the chain at the 

level of the long anvil apophysis or caliper. The facial 

path is often abnormal. 

 

Type IV: complex malformation. 
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The main differential diagnosis with conductive hearing 

loss with normal eardrum are : 

 

L otospongiosis: is characterized by limited 

circumscribed hypodensity at one or more points of the 

otic capsule. The preferential localisation is the fissula 

antefenestram, the most constant embryo fibro-

cartilaginous residue located on the anterior bank of the 

oval window. 

 

Minor malformations of the chain: the diagnosis of 

minor aplasia of the chain can be discussed with the 

presence of a fix non evolutionary congenital hearing 

loss. The notion of family history, lack of otitis history, 

flag malformation, congenital stenosis of the external 

auditory canal, congenital facial palsy also point to this 

diagnosis. 

 

Traumatic lesions of the anterior ossicular chain of the 

anvil and the incudo-stapedial and incudomalleal joints. 

 

The treatment of Goodhill's syndrome is based on the 

restoration of normal ossicular mobility. It consists of 

making a classic anvil transposition with a section of the 

hammer's neck; or, more simply, if the fixation is 

isolated, to directly suppress attical synostosis while 

respecting ossicular continuity. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

Goodhill syndrome is a rare and poorly understood cause 

of normal tympanic transmission deafness. 

 

The co existence with other abnormalities such as 

otosclerosis is possible. CT remains the exam of choice. 
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